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This is Nathan. He is 9 years old and lives with his family in a 
large house in a town of vampires. He has a Mum, a Dad and a 
younger sister. His sister is adopted so she isn't a vampire.

Nathan has short black hair and bright yellow eyes. He has quite 
light skin and very pointy ears. He smiles a lot, especially when he 
is excited. Nathan has lots of cool clothes and likes his skateboard 
t-shirt and jeans.
Nathan is a good vampire because he doesn't like to bite people. He 
is fun, fearless and curious like a cat. He is sometimes bored at 
home and doesn't want to play with his sister. He likes to do things 
alone and wants to explore new places. He wants to go on 
adventures and learn to ride a giant dog.
Nathan lives in a spooky neighbourhood with lots of other vampire 
families. Nathan's house is as big as a mansion and he loves his 
huge bedroom. He has lots of toys in his house. Part of his house is 
underground so it is quite dark because there aren't any windows.

One day, Nathan was in his garden  and he noticed a strange 
new plant. He looked at it and suddenly felt himself shrinking. He 
got smaller and smaller. He looked around a realised that he was 

standing on the leaves  of a very tall sunflower.  He 

looked for his house,  but realised that he wasn't at home 

anymore. He was in a giant's garden.  He carefully climbed 

down the stalk of the giant  sunflower  and went over to 

the house.  He hoped to find a pet dog  to ride in the 

house.  As he was walking  through the house,  he 



saw  some other people who were his size. They were on top 

of a flat mountain  and looked like they were having a battle. 

There was a purple  tiefling, a human fighter, a tabaxi rogue 

and a fire  genasi. Nathan helped them in their battle against a 

dragon  and then asked them where he could find a giant  

dog  to ride on. They pointed towards a room beyond some 

cliffs.  After climbing  the steep cliffs,  Nathan 

found a hug room and sitting  in the middle of the room was a 

very fluffy soft dog.  Nathan grabbed his fur and climbed up. 

He was very happy  to find a new furry friend.

The End.
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Matilda  lives in a little fairground and zoo called Chester park. It 
has got zebras, giraffes, and tigers. It has baby elephants and a 
mummy and daddy elephant. The elephants are really good and 
they sing 'Nellie the Elephant papped her trunk and said goodbye to 
the circus'. There are lots of rides for Matilda to play on. There is a 
pirate ship, carousel and rocket ride. The best ride is the unicorn 
because its really fun and Matilda goes in it lots and lots. It 
reminds her of Butlins.

Her name is Matilda Olive Eve Evans. She is a mini me. Matilda 
has Blonde hair and blue eyes. Her eyes are blue as the sea.

Mini me likes wearing dresses. She doesn't like getting dressed and 
sometimes gets very angry. She loves playing with dolls.

Matilda came from West Wales. She has no children and lives with 
her mum and dad, who make her clean her bedroom.  

Matilda ran away from home and came to our house. She fell down 
the toilet at Chester zoo and ended up at our house. Matilda 
climbed out onto the bed.
She was in Lewis and Ellie’s room, on a big fluffy blanket. She felt 
very happy. She saw big fluffy animals, but they were very 
friendly. The dog started to bark at her so she ran away!

 She was very angry because Simba the dog chased her. She went 
into the kitchen to look for chocolate cake. She only found an empty 
plate with crumbs on. Matilda was tired so looked for somewhere 
to go to sleep. She found a big comfy bed.

Matilda heard sleigh bells whilst she rested. It was Santa. He had a 
red hat, white hair and beard. He had a nice elf with him. Santa 
took Matilda to his house and Gave her warm cocoa. When 
Matilda woke up she was back at Chester zoo. Was it just a dream?

The End.
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Her name is Alexa. Her hair is short and the colour is brown. The 
colour of her eyes are red like a dragon. She has a Black t-shirt, 
like a shadow.  She is a teenager. She is 17. Her friends are 
thoughtful and nice. 

One day Alexa found a mirror, and when she tried to look at 
herself she put her hand on it and she saw she was going to 
somewhere called Earth. Alexa tried to get back but it didn't work 
and it was too late anyway because she already got there. But then 
she wondered how she was going to get home, she thought she 
could get back by going the same way she came, but it didn't work 
so she decided to explore a bit more in the rooms. 

Alexa began to explore, she saw a big room and then when she 
looked around more Alexa saw a ginormous cat but she didn't 
know what it was so then she looked around even more and when 
she looked around she saw something big and she called it Everest.

Alexa now lives in our house but no one has seen her before. She 
use to live in pony land with tonnes of horses. two of the horses are 
Rainbow Dash and Pinky Pie. Rainbow Dash - she is nearly the best 
at everything in the sky. She is the best at making sonicbooms and 
she is basically a rainbow. She has rainbow hair and a rainbow tail 
but her body is blue like the sea. Pinky Pie is pink, everyone knows 
her, everyone loves her, she is the party girl, she loves parties. She's 
the party animal.

Alexa wanted to explore some more in a different room, so she 
tried to get down the mountains but she fell, and then I guess she 
got down. Alexa was hurt by falling down the mountains. When 
she finally got down the mountains she explored a little more. She 
was now in a huge room filled with big white counters. She got 
hungry. Alexa needs to find food so she explored a little and then 
she found some cookies, and then she got them down. They were 
really big, she said. She couldn't wait to eat them. They were 
delicious because all cookies are good. 



She finally got into the lounge and she saw something on the table. 
She found a laptop. So then she tried to open it but she couldn't. 

She still didn't know how to get back home. She found a weird 
thing and then she jumped in but there was no one in there so she 
tried to get out but she got lost. but then she thought if this was the 
way to get home and then she thought about her home and wished 
really hard to get back and it worked.

Alexa is now home she felt really happy to be home.
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This is a story  about a girl  called Sally. Sally is 9  

years old. She lives with her Mummy and Daddy in a house  
in Paris.

Sally is very quiet,  she does not have a lot of friends.  

Sally can be mean, she scowls a lot. Her hair  is shaggy and 

brown.  Her eyes  are brown  like the bark of a 

tree.  Sally is unfriendly, she feels lonely. What she really 

wants is a pet. She wants to make friends,  but she finds it 
hard.

Sally's house  is very big. Sally's Mummy and Daddy work a 

lot, so she is alone in this big house.  The walls are purple,



it is Sally's favourite colour. Sally has bunting  in her 

room. Her room is small and unstable. Sally loves to read.  

One day  she found an unusual book  on her floor. The 

book  had teeth  and a slimy red  tongue  

poking out. Sally saw  it had three  itty bitty eyes

 on the cover. Sally opened the book,  there was loads 

of monsters on the pages. When she tried to summon the giant  

monster,  she got pulled in to the book.  Sally was scared,

 but also excited  to be going somewhere new.



Sally found herself in a dark  place. She feels around, and 

finds the walls are rough and cold.  She can hear dripping 

water  near her. Sally has found herself in a cave.  She can 

hear quiet  snores in the background. This place smells damp 

and smoky. Sally feels nervous  as she tip toes  into the 

dark.  As she moves the ground starts to rumble, rocks  

begin to tumble. There is a crunch under Sally's foot.  She looks 

at the floor and sees some slimy, old bones!  Sally is scared.

 The snores are getting louder. The snores keep getting 

louder until Sally bumps into something cold  and smooth. It 

is really smoky here. Sally has found a giant,  orange  



dragon!  But luckily for Sally the dragon  is asleep.

Sally runs as fast as she can! Until she finds herself standing on top 

of Rainbow  Cliff valley.  It is a long way down to the 

bottom. Sally can see every colour in the rainbow  in the 

rocks  here. It is beautiful. Sally can hear giant  footsteps 

coming towards her, it makes her nervous.  The wind  

is rushing around her, making her hair  blow in lots of 



different directions. The rocks  underneath her feel  

cool  and strong. Sally decides to be brave and start climbing

 down the Rainbow  Cliffs.  Some of the rocks

 start to fall, but Sally keeps going.

When Sally reaches the bottom of the cliffs,  she enters a 

humongous room. It is filled with lots of treasure.  Sally feels 



excited  to see so many coins. The room looks amazing as 

the treasure  shines in the light  of a flickering fire.

 Sally was feeling rather greedy as she picked up a heavy 

twinkling geode. She did not see the small purple  dragon

 who was watching her from behind an old clay  pot.

 She was too excited.  The small purple  dragon

 was lonely. He wanted a friend to stay with him. He walked 

up to Sally. Sally was scared  to see another dragon.  

She was too scared  to move. The dragon  smiled at her 

and said to Sally, "don't be scared,  I will not hurt you. You 

can stay here with me if you like? We can go treasure  

hunting together." Sally was so happy  and excited  to 

have made friends  with a dragon.  She decided to stay 

with him forever. They became the best of friends,  and had 
many amazing and exciting adventures together. Sally never felt 
lonely again. The end. 
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This is Guy Guidance.

He is 12 years old. 
Guy lives with his mum and dad and their dog and cat in a little 
house on an island.
Guy has got a nice quiet voice, hazel brown hair and round eyes.
His favourite shirt is green. He is adventurous but also careful. 
Guy wants to find his dog Bear, who ran away. He also wants to 
explore the world. He is angry because his family doesn't allow 
him to explore the world.

Today Guy is angrily sitting in his bedroom. His bedroom is in a 
nice cosy Lego villa.

Lets tell you why he is this angry today. He and his mum had a big 
discussion about Bear the dog, because she doesn't want him to go 
outside the house to find him. He is so angry that he kicked his 
mums painting. Suddenly he got sucked into the painting of the 
fantasy world of humans. 
Guy falls a long way down and lands in front of a cave. He 
carefully walks into the cave. Suddenly he sees glowing eyes, he's 
scared and  screams: Aaahhh what's that! And he runs away like a 
leopard.



Guy walks around this strange world for hours until he finds 
himself in wide yellow desert. It has a strong smell of stinky feet 
and the floor feels soft. He is curious and says: “What the flip, can I 
hear kangaroos jumping to the moon?!” Then he tries to jump to the 
end of the desert. That is fun. 

Suddenly he jumps so high that he lands on a golden floor. He 
hears jingley noises and feels a cold and unstable floor. "No sign of 
Bear here!". Guy goes back to the cave feeling scared.



This time he can see the monster fully. Then, in a corner of the 
cave he spots his dog Bear sitting on the edge.

Guy climbs bravely up the wall and takes Bear under his arm. He is 
really happy. Then he walks for hours again. Luckily he finds the 
painting of his house. He runs at the painting as fast as he can with 
Bear under his arm. He gets sucked through the portal in the 
painting again.

They fall down a long way again, falling out of the painting of the 
fantasy world of humans. "Finally I found Bear and I'm home".

THE END
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The story starts at a very boring place that is called a shire and
there's a lot of small people called hobbits, and there is one person
that is interesting and his name is Gandolf the Blue and he goes on 
adventures all the time.

Gandolf the Blue is the bravest wizard that will try to do anything
to get his on way. Gandolf is 4cm, which is as small as a plum.
He is age 78 and he lives in the Hobbits shire. His quest is to defeat 
Rex the Uromastyx that he thinks is a dragon that is as scary as a 
erupting Volcano. The great Gandolf the Blue is well known. He is 
very expressionless. He has a very big white greasy beard, it is as 
white as snow, and his wand looks like a old broken stick from a 
big Oak tree.

 Gandolf goes on a quest to Moordor, to get travellers tea. He heats 
the tea up, and drinks it. He feels all tingly. The following morning 
he wakes up in Rexs tank, which has a deep dark cave which is as 
hot as a volcano.

Gandolf leaves the cave to get fire wood, so he can boil water. 
Then he spots a spiny tailed dragon, which is three times the size of 
him.

He feels scared because his about to fight the big dragon and then
he saw some of Rex's food hopping round the big cage. He was
getting ready for a fight against the scary dragon and then gandolf 
saw the bug get eaten right before his eyes and was starting to think 
he couldn’t win the fight against the wild beast. Quickly Gandolf 
makes a mound out of sand and climbs his way out of the tank.

Gandolf spots another tank and climbs in. He begins to climb the 
damp forest full of plants. While he was climbing he found the 
gecko, which was as big as him. The gecko saw him so the gecko 
jumped at him but the gecko missed so gandolf ran as far as he 
could.



 He enters the vipers layer and the viper circles round him getting 
ready to strike and eat him whole and the snake looked like 100cm 
long. Gandolf defeats the viper and uses his skin as a rope to 
escape the Gecko's tank.

He saw a new vivarium and he jumps in and then he saw two
big fire looking lizards run at him. They were as big as a dictionary 
and had fiery scales. He screamed and tried to run
away but within three seconds he was dead, eaten alive by the two 
Fire Skinks.
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This is a story  about an 11  year old boy  called 

Wolfgang. He loves smiling  and warm  hugs. He is very 
kind like Jacob. 

Wolfgang has skin as yellow  as a sunflower.  His heart

 is as pure as gold.  He thinks his eyebrows  are 

amazing. He has black  eyes  and a shiny bald head.

 Wolfgang loves making new friends.  
Wolfgang comes from the South Pole, but he doesn't remember his 

family. He wants to go on an adventure on a ship.  He wants 
to be as big as a human.



Wolfgang lives in a small house,  that can only fit himself in. 

There is a chair,  a desk  and a wardrobe.  He sleeps 

in his chair.  The walls are bright yellow.  There is one 

window,  and he has a blue  carpet. The house  
feels cosy.
Wolfgang needed some more clothes so he went to his wardrobe.

   He climbed inside. He walked and walked until he found 
himself in another world. 



Wolfgang finds himself in a dark  room. He is clinging onto 

a cold  metal  wire.  He feels the rush of blood in 

his head  as he realises he is swinging from side to side. This 

room is dusty and it makes him sneeze. With one hand  on the 

wire,  he uses his other hand  to search  his pockets 



for a torch.  He finds one and holds it out checking his 

surroundings. He sees termites  chomping on the old wood

 around him. He is puzzled by this. You uses the swinging 

metal  disk to help him escape before he gets too dizzy.

Wolfgang escaped what turned out to be a giant  grandfather 

clock.  In the distance, he sees a gaurgantuan wooden castle.

 He is excited  as he has never been inside a castle

 before, so he walks towards it. As Wolfgang got closer, he 



spotted something or someone floating in the sky. On closer 
inspection, it was a zombie! The zombie was attached to a skinny, 

weird looking  red  balloon.  He was yelling  
at a maiden who was humming an awful tune. The zombies skin 

was purple  and looked bumpy. The castle  smelled 

like rotten flesh and farts. It made Wolfgang feel  sick.  

When the zombie saw  Wolfgang he called him over and 

said, " I am the Mad  Mage of this castle.  If you help 

me down from this balloon,  I will give you two hotdogs." 

Wolfgang decided to help the Mad  Mage. The Mad  

Mage kept his promise, and gave Wolfgang two hotdogs.  
They looked awful, and they tasted much worse! Wolfgang was too 
polite to say anything.



The Mad  Mage was so grateful that he invited Wolfgang to 

sail with him on his ship  called the SS Wolf.  This 

made Wolfgang very excited  because it was his dream to 

sail on a ship.  The ship  was old but sea  

worthy. It creaked and groaned like an old man.  Wolfgang was 

standing at the front of the ship  when he heard a strange 

sucking noise from the muddy brown  waves below. He 

watched in horror as a wet and rubbery green  tentacle slid 

out the water  and attacked the SS Wolf.  



"Attack!" shouted  the Mad  Mage. Wolfgang fired a cannon 

at the tentacle. The beast roared in pain as the badly injured tentacle 

slipped back into the water.  It retreated, but swore it would come 

back one day to finish them off. Wolfgang liked this new universe he 

found himself in. He decided to stay with the Mad  mage and 
learn how to sail, even though the zombie smelled a bit eggy. 
The end.
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This is Jonny Dab, he is 11 years old and comes from Texas.

He is an only child. He has an axe and has a horrifying face like a 
blobfish . He also has a minecraft jumper and a chainsaw. He 
has a black sombrero and a very high pitched voice. He is mostly 
happy (maybe a little bit rude, ok actually really rude ). His biggest 
wish is to create a dab club. He is really crazy, like a mad man. 
Jonny lives in a house that hangs from a window. It is a big 
adventure house. 

He was just watching tv and then the earthquake happened. He 
shouted "oh no"! He fell from the hanging house along with Mr. 
Donald Crisps, that is why he shouted oh no. "You were so young 
Mr. Donald crisps." 



He shouted 
"aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh" (you get the point). Then 
he fell to the ground and said "oof". The ambulance came and he 
was about to get in the van but suddenly a portal opened under him 
and he shouted 
"aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh" (again, you get the point). Then you 
could hear "oof" (again). He found himself in what he thought was 
the cave of ice.
 It smelled like mustard, ham, and cheese. And he could see egg, 
milk and butter. He could also hear a sound like this shrrrrrrr.
It was also very cold. And he wanted to get away immediately.

Then he climbed to the canyon of the giant. He was very horrified. 
But he also had a great view.



He dabbed to the dance floor of apps. It was 
actually quite fun. He clicked on every app.

Whilst dabbing he saw a strange face 
beneath him and it said "not many people have made it this far, so I  
grant you with $1000000".
 Jonny said "thank you Mr now I can finally create a dab club" and 
he did a victory dab.                                                                                   
THE END
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Poppy  is 7  years old and comes from China. She has 

2  sisters and 3  brothers.

Poppy  has long pink  hair  and shiny yellow

 eyes.  She has quite light  skin, a beautiful voice 

and she smiles a lot. She likes panda  t-shirts and always 

wears her favourite panda  trousers  and shoes.  She 

walks a lot to find animals.  

Poppy  is caring and very brave. She feels happy  when 

she is caring for people and animals.  Poppy  loves 

animals,  especially pandas. She loves to explore and is a 

good  tracker.  Most of all Poppy  wants to live 

with a teddy bear  because they are cute. She wants to find a 

panda  teddy bear,  but if she can't she will look  

for another teddy  to live with.



Poppy  lives in a bright yellow  house  on a 

tropical island.  Her house  is very cozy and fun. She 

loves the coconut palm trees nearby and likes to eat  
coconuts.  
There are usually beautiful rainbows in the sky near her house.

  The only problem is that her house  is next to an 

enormous volcano.  It is as big as a mountain  and 
smokes like a big bonfire.  There are rivers of lava coming out of 
the top.

One day  Poppy  was running  away from some 
lava which was falling from the sky. She was riding on her giant

 pet bunny and she saw  a shiny mirror  in the water.

 She tried to look  in the mirror  under the water  and 
she fell in.

Poppy  swam closer to the shiny mirror  and accidentally 

fell through the mirror.  When she got through the other side 

she saw  that she wasn't by the volcano  anymore. She 

was in another house.  A giant's house!  



Poppy  went to look  for some pandas. She went over 

screwball scramble. There was a wobbly bridge  and a tunnel 
maze. 

She then found a horse  at the bottom of  big staircase. She 

rode the horse  up the big stairs  and went into a room 

that was open. Then she found a massive bed  and there was 

a King  Panda  on the bed.  Finally she was very 

happy!

The End.





The adventures of Evie and Dylan
Evie is a lego helper. She is nine years old and she lives in
Legoland. Evie is the oldest kid in her family of lego helpers, that
live in Legoland.Evie has brown hair, that she keeps in a neat ponytail.
She has bright gentle twinkling green eyes. Tidy blue scrubs of a vet 
to help her look after the animals.A twisty black stethoscope and 
a little ginger kitten that sits on her shoulder.

Evie is a Skinny girl but she is very fast and a bit quiet. Evie is 
very kind. She is happy a lot but she can get very concerned
when the animals are ill. With a gentle touch, she likes to help the
animals and wants to ride them, especially Dylan her magical little
ginger kitten who grows bigger so she can ride him. She is brave 
and adventurous as well as loyal to her friends. All
she wants is a little home.

In Lego land Evie lives in a four floor mansion with a big bedroom
full of vet stuff and three bathrooms, three music rooms, three
bedrooms, and a huge kitchen.

Papa Legoman, Evies Dad, took Evie to a secret room where she
saw a thousand swirling and whirling washing machines. Evie was
fascinated with all of the swirling pictures in the machines but
when papa showed her to the one with a cat tree in it she was
intrigued. He opened the door for her to get in and said "Good
Luck little Evie and Dylan, have fun and help all the animals".
Then he repeated the magic rhyme to send her through the magic
porthole.
"Fiddle diddle, cats and dogs send Evie to Plas y Deri".



When Evie stopped spinning and feeling sick, she found herself in
a cave which felt very soft and warm, she could hear a quiet gentle
purring. As she was curious she investigated further, peeping out of
the soft cave she saw she was high up in a room, with a huge
fireplace. Evie turned suddenly as she heard a "Meow", she came
face to face with a big wet nose! Luckily she could speak
Cataneese and said, "Hello, whats your name?" The cat replied in a
purrrr "I am Twts, welcome to Plas y Deri. Are you a friend of
Evelyns?" After Twts filled Evie in on Evelyn and her family of
pets, Evie wondered how she was going to get down from this
mighty tree of tigers. Evie asked Twts "how do I get down from
here, do I get to see the others?"

"I can call someone to help you get down" Twts replied.

Within seconds a beautiful scarlet bird sawed down to meet Evie
on the edge of the Tree of mighty tigers. "Hello I'm Fawks" it 
squawked. "Do you need help getting down?"

"Yes please" replied Evie, and my name is Evie, its nice to meet
you".

Twts tells Fawks to take Evie to meet her brothers and sister.
Fawks accidentally dropped her in a sea of fishy smelling pebbles.
Evie started to feel nervous as Fawks flew away. She looks up to
see a big wet nose with sharp teeth coming down towards her, it
narrowly misses her head and starts munching up the pebbles!
Then it hits her, the pebbles are CAT FOOD.
Dylan Evies magical Kitten jumps off her shoulder and grows
bigger, he climbs out of the dreaded sea of cat biscuits, then sticks
his head back in allowing her to climb up his neck, and he sneakily
nibbled at the cat food.



Evie and Dylan set of to explore, when they came to a door that
was ajar, a sign on the back of the door said Evelyn & Fudge. They
cautiously crept inside and Evie told Dylan to go and look at the
books while she went to look at what was on the other side of the
room.

Evie felt a tingling all over, then all of a sudden she felt wet! She
looked around and was no longer in the room, she was now in a
large white bowl, full of water. She looked up and saw four
beautiful white ponies around her, but they had strange horns in the
middle of their heads. They were not happy, they were throwing
theirs heads up and stamping their hooves. Evie thought they were
going to toss her out of the cursed unicorn watering hole with their
long pointy sharp horns. A big black fluffy, soft thing wrapped
around her and scooped her out, she was safe again.

Looking up in to the eyes of her rescuer, she saw, soft kind black
eyes, a round brown muzzle and soft cream floppy ears. As she
looked in to those eyes, she had a warm happy feeling. "Hello I'm
MoMo, Evelyn's best friend and favourite teddy bear. Come and
meet the rest of the family and teddies. Dylan your cat is already
here and enjoying some warm milk."

Evie had found her new home, and when she finally got to meet
Evelyn, they had so much in common, they spent hours talking
about animals and how to help and rescue them. Evelyn even made
her a special mini home, next to her bed, that she shared with some
of her new friends.

THE END











 




















